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Chairman’s Message 

 
Time to get excited, gang. June will see the close of 

the 2014 Australian Songwriting Contest. Then the 
judging will begin in earnest. This year we have had a 

massive response. The Contest just seems to grow 

and grow annually, and the prestige accorded winners 

by the Music Industry has never been higher. If you 
haven’t entered this time around, it is still not too late. 

Just go to the ASA homepage for instructions on how 

to submit a song/songs. 

 

As always Vice Chairman Alan Gilmour has put 
together an amazing eNewsletter for this month, with 

something for everyone. There are lots of very 

interesting interviews with Members and Award 

Winners, with a fantastic Daryl Braithwaite interview. 
Make sure you read it thoroughly. 

 

Also check out our line-up of Regional Coordinators. They number eleven now, with 

at least one in every State. So there should be one not too far away from you that is 
running Wax Lyricals. Make yourself known to them. They are experienced 

Songwriters, and are always happy to help out with your enquiries. 

 

If you write songs you really should join the ASA. 
 

See you at the Wax Lyricals. 

 

Cheers, 

 
Denny Burgess 

 

Editor’s Message  

 
In this edition, we feature more articles on more of the winners from the 2013 

Australian Songwriting Contest: Andy Mac, Troy White, Francesca de Valence and 
Luke Vassella. There are also profiles on ASA members and friends: Kelly Griffith, 

Sami Tauber, Amy Sugars and Laura Zarb. 

 

We also have an interview with Australian music icon, Daryl Braithwaite, and a 
profile of an important Australian songwriter from the mid to late 20th century, Ernie 

Davidson. 

 

The Australian Songwriter welcomes written contributions from ASA members and 
readers of the magazine.  If you have anything that you would like to say about 

yourself, other songwriters/musicians/artists/new releases or upcoming events, 

simply send your contribution via email to the Editor at alang@asai.org.au. 

 

Cheers, 
 

Alan Gilmour 
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2014 Australian Songwriting Contest Update 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
The closing date for the 2014 Australian Songwriting Contest has been extended 

until 14 June 2014 to cater for late entries. The entry platforms will be 

progressively closed after that date. Thank you to everyone who has submitted 
entries so far.  The judges will shortly start the onerous, but very enjoyable, task of 

judging the entries. This will take a couple of months to complete.   

 

As usual, there will be three rounds of judging.  In the Preliminary Round, all songs 

and lyrics will be judged by three music industry judges to provide a shortlist of 
songs and lyrics. The size of the shortlist may vary depending on factors such as the 

quality of songs and the number of entries. 

 

In the Finalist Round, the Top 30 entries in each category will be judged by a fresh 
panel of music industry judges: three judges per category.  The Top 30 results will 

then be placed on the ASA website. The Top 10 finalists are then selected by a 

further panel of judges, and the results will be placed on the ASA website in 

alphabetical order.  The Top 10s will then be announced, in order of ranking, at the 
National Songwriting Awards, to be held later in the year.  The winners of each 

category will be advised prior to the Awards Night.    

 

The Board of the ASA will choose the 2014 APRA/ASA Songwriter of the Year from 

among the category winners. The winner’s name will be announced at the National 
Songwriting Awards, and the winner will not be advised beforehand. 

 

The Board of the ASA will also select the winner of the 2014 Rudy Brandsma Award 

for Songwriting Excellence from among all of the entries from ASA members 
submitted into the 2014 Australian Songwriting Contest.  Between eight and ten 

nominees will be selected and will be asked to attend the Awards Night. The winner 

will be announced on the night and will be asked to perform their winning song.  The 

winner will not be advised beforehand. 
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Andy Mac: 2013 Folk/Acoustic Category Co-Winner 

 
Photo: Andy Mac (left) on stage with guitarist, Steady (right), at the 2013 National Songwriting 
Awards.  

 
Andy Mac is one of the two Co-Winners of the 2013 Folk/Acoustic Category with his 

song “Empty Spaces”.  He, and guitarist “Steady”, form the nucleus of the band, 
“Kang”.  

 

ASA: Andy, how did you come to write the song and what were your inspirations? 

 

Andy: I write a lot of songs for the band, Kang, and it was one of those moments 
when I wrote four songs back-to-back and decided to play around with the sound. I 

don’t really write love songs, so I got really frustrated with myself, and it ended up 

being a love song, but more about just getting out of your shell, admitting that you 

like someone, helping someone out, and telling them you love them when they’re 
down. It doesn’t have to be one of those one-on-one love stories, it’s just a song. 

I’m saying just get around and tell people you love them, just express yourself, don’t 

be so caught up in how people are going to take you.  

 
Steady: And melting the black ice around your heart! 

 

Andy:  Yes, “melting the black ice!” I have a bit of a reputation in the band for being 

a bit cold and having a cold black heart, so I thought I’d try to dispel some of that.  
It didn’t really work, so we tried it at band practice. The band’s a punk band and this 

is really not a punk song (laughs) and I thought “we’ll leave this one to the studio”.  

 

ASA: And how did you first come to music, Andy? 
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Photo: Kang with Andy Mac (centre) and Steady (right). 

 
Andy: I’ve been trying to play the guitar since I’ve been in High School, and I’ve 

been pretty terrible at it, and I’d been trying to start my first band for ages, and I’d 

got my first job (in a hardware store), and they had nothing for me to do, so they 

said “you can start directing trucks”. I was put next to this other guy who was 
directing trucks, and it turned out to be Steady (both laugh), and we sat there all 

day directing traffic and talking about our favourite bands and punk music. He 

(pointing to Steady) was in a band, and he was playing drums, so we thought we 

could actually have a band, and we thought “let’s do something serious”.    

 
ASA: And Steady, how did you first become interested in music? 

 

Steady: I’ve been playing all types of instruments since I was really little, on and off 

in bands. It was kind of one of those things where we (pointing to Andy) knew each 
other but didn’t know each other. We’d seen each other’s bands play long before we 

ever met. He thought my band was horrendous. 

 

Andy: We left after his band’s second song (both laugh).  
 

Steady: It was kind of a bit weird when we both started playing together.  We’ve 

been at it for six or seven years now. We kind of work pretty well together. He’s a 

great songwriter and a fantastic lyricist. 
 

Andy: He (Steady)’s the one who makes Kang, because he tells me when 

something’s terrible, and I’ll tell him when his song is great, but I’m gonna fix it! 
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Photo: Troy White (centre left) and Andy Mac (centre right) receive their awards at the 2013 

National Songwriting Awards. 

 

Steady:  It’s pretty honest feedback and we have to be pretty open about taking 

criticism, because we don’t hold back. 

 

Andy: In six years we haven’t figured it out, but we make up at the end.  
 

ASA: And how did you first come to songwriting, Steady? 

 

Steady:  It was a natural process where I was pretty terrible at playing other 
peoples songs, so I thought I’d give it a go myself. The first 20 songs that I wrote, I 

showed to my Mum and Dad and they said “yeah, fantastic, that’s pretty good”.  I 

sort of “throw spaghetti at the wall and see what sticks” and write 101 songs and 

maybe one will make it out into band practice. 
 

Andy: Whereas, I work the opposite. It has to be perfect. That’s why we work so 

well (both laugh).  

 

ASA: And how did you come to songwriting, Andy? Was it a natural process?  
 

Andy:  It wasn’t. It was sort of forced on me. When I was in High School, I saw a 

few bands, and I thought I’d start a band, and I’d be the drummer, and it’s gonna be 

amazing, and all of my friends, one by one, said no, “I wanna be the drummer”. So I 
said I’d play the bass or the turntable; all right, I’ll play the guitar! 

 

And who wants to sing? Nobody?  Oh God, I’ll do that as well. So I had to write 

songs that I could actually sing. I got forced into it, and I’ve been a songwriter ever 
since. 
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Photo: The Folk/Acoustic Category Finalists and presenters. 

 

ASA: And with Kang, where are you guys performing?   

 

Andy and Steady:  We just did Razor Blade Fest last Saturday, which was really 
good. 

 

Andy: All around Sydney, from The Shire to the City, and out our way, out West. 

We’ve got the Bull and Bush and then The Agincourt and the new Valve Bar. We’d 

like to play Melbourne and Brisbane. 
 

ASA: And what about audience reaction to your original songs? 

 

Andy: We’ve been doing all right, audience reaction-wise. One thing about Kang is 
that we’ve all been in other bands before and we said we’re not going to be a heavy 

band, we’re not just going to be a punk band, we’ll just write all the different songs 

and throw them all together and people are into that. They can sing along to this 

song and they can rock out to the next one.  
 

Steady: I always feel proud of ourselves, being a band that everyone can get into.  

For a long while, most of the people who came to see us were over 40. They really 

enjoy our stuff and kids get into it. It’s not so heavy and aggressive that it’s “what’s 
that noise?” 

 

There’s an old saying that if you’re putting on a show, it has to be better than what’s 

on TV. They can sit at home and listen to our CD, but we need to pull them out, off 

their couch and get them to the gig and the only way to do that is to have fun and 
get them involved in the show.  
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Troy White: 2013 Folk/Acoustic Category Co-Winner 

 
Photo: Troy White performing at the 2013 Australian Songwriting Awards 

 
Troy White is one of the two Co-Winners of the 2013 Folk/Acoustic Category with 

his song “Master Plan”. 

 

ASA:  Troy, would you tell us a bit about your song and how you came to write it? 
 

Troy:  It’s about confidence, I guess.  It’s about inspiring myself to get out there and 

do music, and I’m glad I’ve finally done it, which is good, and I’ve written a song 

about how I’ve stopped hiding my music in my bedroom and get out there and put 
my “master plan” in motion. It’s also about looking back on people who have 

doubted me in the past, or maybe I think that they’ve been doubting me. 

 

ASA: And have you been getting out and performing around Melbourne? 
 

Troy: Yes, just locally at the moment. Hopefully, I’ll move into the city and just get 

my name out there a bit. If I can land a gig a week and I’m a happy man.  

 

ASA: And how is the audience reaction to your original songs? 
 

Troy: It’s been quite good. I suppose most people comment on my voice, which was 

the main thing that I was scared about with getting out there. It’s all been very 

positive and it’s helped me get to where I am today. I’m writing more and putting 
more out there. 
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ASA: Do you have any major 

influences in your songwriting, other 

artists, for example? 
 

Troy: Well, I started playing guitar at 

the age of 12 and I was mainly just a 

guitar player up to the age of 20.  So, 
it’s all been about Jimi Hendrix, the 

solo acoustic guitarists and Tommy 

Emmanuel, I’ve loved that sort of 

thing. I’ve loved the technique side of 
it and then the songwriting came, John 

Mayer, Matt Corby, those sorts of 

artists that I’ve really enjoyed. 

 
ASA: What do you think is the best 

song that you have written? Is it 

Master Plan, or do you have some 

other favourites in the drawer?  

 
Troy:  I’m not sure, really. I like 

Master Plan because it’s the first. I 

guess I’ll have to wait and see until I 

write a few more. 
 

ASA: Do you have any particular 

themes that you write about? 

 
Troy: I’m fairly introspective. I look at 

myself and my view of the world. I like 

to write about anything that’s going to 

inspire people out of a darker place 

and just get them out of it, be happy 
and enjoy yourself in life. I’m not much of a story teller, I guess. It’s more about 

sentiments and feelings and the vibe of it. That’s all I can offer. 

 

ASA: Where are you hoping that your music is going to take you? 
 

Troy: I’ll take whatever’s coming my way and ride the wave and I think just trust 

my instincts and do it. Everything I’ve done has worked out for me so far. 

 
ASA: Is this the first major prize that you have won? 

 

Troy:  Yeah, it’s the first recognition for the songwriting, which is good. It’s early 

days and I’m pleased to be here in the early days. 
 

ASA: How does it make you feel getting the recognition? 

 

Troy: It’s a very big “thumbs up” to me and for me to keep going with what I’m 

doing. 
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Interview: Daryl Braithwaite 

 
Daryl Braithwaite was a guest at the 

2013 National Songwriting Awards Night 
and performed with Sherbet as part of 

the induction of Garth Porter into The 

Australian Songwriters Hall of Fame. 

 
Prior to the show, we took the 

opportunity to speak to Daryl about 

Garth and their days together in Sherbet. 

 

ASA: Daryl, could I first take you back to 
when you first met Garth? When was 

that? 

 

Daryl: Ooh Gee, that was (laughs) 1971, 
I think, maybe even earlier. Before Garth 

was in the band (Sherbet), we had Sam 

See on keyboards and then Sam left and 

Garth came recommended from the New 
Zealand fraternity around Sydney at the 

time.  

 

He came highly recommended as this 
guy who could play keyboards and sing 

and he looked good. I don’t know 

whether Garth even did an audition. We got on really well and he came into the band 

and fitted in just like a glove, really. I think Tony (Mitchell) was in the band, or 

maybe it was Bruce Worrall at that stage. These were the early days of Sherbet, but 
Clive (Shakespeare) was there, and I seem to recall that we had a residency down at 

Jonathans at this stage. We had that residency I’m sure, not long after Garth joined 

the band, so it must have been around 1971. 

 
ASA: And was Garth writing sat that stage? 

 

Daryl: He probably was, but because most bands starting out, and probably even 

nowadays, we were doing initially, a lot of covers. Jackson Five and stuff like that. 
And then over time we started to gradually incorporate our own songs into it. I can 

actually remember one of the first ones that I wrote with Garth, because I’m not a 

prolific writer, and I don’t think I’m a good writer anyway, but he and I and one 

other at least, it may have been Clive, I remember writing a thing called “Movie 

Star”. That was one of the first songs that I had a contribution to with Garth. Over 
time, he would have sorted out that he was really good at writing, not only on his 

own, but in collaboration with Clive, maybe even Tony back then.  

 

ASA: You had a string of hits culminating in “Howzat”, in around 1976. So, how did 
you feel when that one took off? 

 

Daryl: I think that’s part of the beauty in being in music. In a band, you can’t really 

ascertain what’s going to be a hit or be successful. I remember Howzat, in particular, 
we’d nearly finished it in EMI studios and Arthur Sheriff was out here from CBS in  
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London, and he was in the studio at this time, and he was listening to our stuff 

because our manager, Roger Davies at the time, gave him a copy of Howzat as it 
was, unfinished, and said “have a listen to it”.  

 

Anyway, we continued working on the other songs and Arthur came back about half 

an hour later and said “It’s going to be a hit in England”. And we thought, being 
cynical and sarcastic as we were, ‘Yeah, that’s for sure!’ (laughs). Because, I mean, 

I’m sure so many bands have heard that “this is going to be a hit” or “I’m gonna 

make you a star” and all that sort of stuff, but lo and behold, he took it away and we 

ended up signing with CBS at that time, and it ended up being successful in England 
as well as here. 

 

ASA: And it had the cricketing connection in the lyrics, didn’t it? 

 
Daryl: It did, but unintentionally.  It was all, obviously, about a relationship: 

“messed about, I caught you out”, but the connotation was there to lend itself to 

cricket.  

 

ASA: A lot of people, in this country and England, made that connection and it was 
just a natural, wasn’t it? 

 

Daryl: And even to this day, they use it n the One Day and 20/20 cricket, when 

there’s a fall of wicket (laughs).  
 

ASA: And I hope you’re still getting royalties? 

 

Daryl: I’m sure, especially the writers, Garth and Tony.  
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Photo: Garth Porter, Tony Mitchell, photographer Bob King, Alan Sandow and Daryl Braithwaite  

 
ASA: Can we talk about you for a moment. I understand that you’ve signed again 

with Sony BMG? 

 

Daryl: Yep, it came out of the blue. Last year, I’d finished off an album, a mini 
album I suppose you’d call it, and I sent it off to a few people including Denis Hanlon 

at Sony, and I didn’t expect to hear from them at all. About a month later, I get a 

call saying “Daryl, we really like this, we’ve gotta have a meeting”.  

 

Anyway, on Christmas Eve, I was sitting in Sony, around the Board table, and Denis 
said “Sony wants you back.” And I went ??????. (laughs). 

 

ASA: And that was a surprise? 

 
Daryl: Yes it was. It came with excitement and that sort of thing and I guess there’s 

nothing really to lose, sort of thing. I mean, I’ve had my fair go at it, but I still love it 

passionately, especially playing live, but yes, it was fantastic. 

 
Can I just say one thing regarding Garth?  I can’t thank Garth, Clive and Tony 

enough and I appreciate the talent that they have in writing songs, because without 

the songs, we wouldn’t have had the success that we had in the Sherbet days.  

 
For him to be accepted into the Hall of Fame here is a great honour, and I feel 

chuffed, just to be a small part of it.   
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Sponsors Profiles 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Welcome to street press publication, themusic.com.au, as an ASA sponsor.  The 

music.com.au has kindly featured the 2014 Australian Songwriting Contest in its 
latest Queensland edition.  20,000 copies of the Queensland edition of the magazine 

are distributed from Far North Queensland down to Byron Bay.   

 

Themusic.com.au can also be accessed as a web publication on the internet.  
 

The magazine is also available in State formats around Australia. So, next time that 

you’re in your favourite music store, pick up a copy of themusic.com.au from the 

free press section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The National Film and Sound Archive in Canberra is the archival repository for all of 
Australia’s major film and sound recordings.  The national audiovisual collection 

holds more than 1.9 million works. 

 

The collection includes films, television and radio programs, videos, audio tapes, 

records, compact discs, phonograph cylinders and wire recordings. It also 
encompasses documents and artefacts such as photographs, posters, lobby cards, 

publicity items, scripts, costumes, props, memorabilia, oral histories, and vintage 

equipment. 

 
The NFSA aims to develop a collection that has enduring cultural significance.  

 

The ASA archives the Top 10 songs in each year’s Australian Songwriting Contest at 

the NFSA, so you might be there already! 

 

http://www.nfsa.gov.au/collection/national-collection
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The Music of Ernie Davidson (1919-1996) 

 
This is the story of Ernie Davidson, an 

Australian songwriter and music pioneer 
from the 1940s to the 1990s, who has 

left an amazing musical legacy. He and 

his lyricist, Ken Taylor (1917-1989), 

wrote some of the best known songs of 
the time and achieved success both in 

Australia and overseas. 

 

Ernie’s daughter, Lin Golab, contacted 

us recently to tell us his story: 
 

“I thought you may be interested to 

know that Australian popular music on 

an international level had to start 
somewhere and it began with my father, 

Ernie Davidson, and lyricist Ken Taylor”, 

says Lin.   

 
“My father wrote the music and Ken 

Taylor wrote the lyrics for the first ‘all 

Australian’ song that was reviewed and 

listed by American Billboard on 31 
January 1948.  They had two recordings 

of the same song by different bands, 

made in New York USA, one in 1947 and 

one in 1948.  Both recordings were 

reviewed and listed by American 
Billboard, the second one listed on 19 June 1948”. 

 

“My father composed the music for more than 300 songs between 1945 and 1995”.   

 
“Ernie Davidson was born in Bondi, NSW, on 2 December 1919.  He was the only 

child of Ernest Raymond Davidson from Eden, NSW and Bridget Marie Naughton from 

Araluen, NSW.  He was a grandson of Archer Boswell Christie Davidson, a Scottish 

immigrant and whaler, from Twofold Bay, Eden, NSW. Both of Ernie’s parents were 
musicians.  His mother was a pianist and his father was a cornet player and 

Bandmaster of the Sydney Tramways Band and worked at the Waverley Tram Depot.  

He had previously been Bandmaster of the Moruya Brass Band and also played at 

times with the Braidwood Brass Band along with his brother, Percy Davidson”. 
 
“Ernie Davidson was taught to play piano by his mother from age two, and was 

further trained at the Conservatorium of Music in Sydney, as a classical pianist from 

age 11. The inspiration for writing his first song came from a 1943 movie called ‘Love 

and Hisses’ which featured the song ‘Darling Je Vous Aime Beacoup’, (later very 
successful for Nat King Cole and Bing Crosby).  Hildegarde, an American cabaret 

singer of the time, starred in the movie, and introduced the song 'Darling Je Vous 

Aime Beacoup' which had been written by her manager Anna Sosenko”.  
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“Ernie was very impressed with the 

song, liked the French/English lyric, and 

decided to try to write a song himself. 
At age 25, in 1945, Mon Coeur 

T'Appelle was his first composition.  It 

also has a French/English Lyric.  It was 

written at 19 Penkivil Street Bondi”. 
 

”Ernie Davidson did not attempt to 

publish this song, although he quite 

liked it.  It was in the late 1970s that 
he finally decided to register it with 

APRA.  Years later I asked him why he 

had kept it at home for so many years 

and he said that at the time he wasn’t 
sure if it was good enough. The song 

has a beautiful melody and I can 

personally say that it would certainly 

have been good enough.  It is one of 
my favorite things from the entire 

collection”, says Lin. 
 

Photos: (Top) American singer Hildegarde, 
(Centre) Eden Brass Band 1887 and 

(Bottom) lyricist Ken Taylor. 
 

“Many of the early Ernie Davidson 

songs were composed in the home of 

his uncle, Percy Davidson, his aunty 
Maud Davidson and their family at 30 

Ocean Street, Bondi. Ernie lived there 

for a time after being discharged from 

the army in poor health.  His father had 
died in 1941 and his mother passed 

away in 1943”.   
 

“In this picture of the Eden Brass Band, 
Bourn Russell Davidson and Archer 

George Davidson are the brothers of 

Ernest Raymond Davidson (Snr). 

Thomas Henry Wellings is the father of 
noted Eden photographer, Charles Eden 

Wellings and the brother of Percival 

Wellings who is married to Esther Jane 

Florence Davidson, the Davidson 
brother’s sister. Arthur Imlay Nicholson 

is their cousin.  His mother is Jane 

Davidson. Archer George Davidson was 

the owner and lived in the Customs 
House at Eden with his wife Eliza Ann 

Nichol at the time of his death. Archer 

played many instruments and some of 

them are still in the family today”. 
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“On 31 January 1948, the Ernie 

Davidson song titled “Kiss–Kiss–

Kissin’ in the Corn”, co- written with 
Australian lyricist Ken Taylor, became 

the first ‘all Australian’ song to be 

reviewed and listed by American 

Billboard.  The song was recorded twice 
in the USA, firstly in 1947 and then 

again in 1948, with both versions being 

very successful there.  Both recordings 

were made in New York, the first 
recording by a Hillbilly band called 

Captain Stubby and the Buccaneers, and 

the second recording by The Dick 

Jurgens Orchestra featuring Jimmy 
Castle on vocals”.  
 

Photos: (Top) The Denis Colinson sheet 
music to Kiss-Kiss-Kissin’ In The Corn, 

(Centre) Captain Stubby and The Buccaneers 

and (Bottom) their recording on Majestic. 

 

“By his own admission, my father said 

there was a lot of dumb luck involved in 

the success of breaking into the 
American market with the first USA 

recording.  The song was taken from 

Sydney to New York by Hal Saunders, 

who was a Director of APRA, and a 
prolific songwriter in his own right. 

Captain Stubby and the Buccaneers, 

who were from the Mid-West, just 

happened to be doing a brief stint in 

New York.  They were a Hillbilly band 
with a penchant for novelty songs.  The 

right song for the right band was in the 

right place at the right time and this was 

quickly recognised.  My father was very 
certain that they would not have been 

able to cut through with another ballad”.   

 

“The second USA recording by The Dick 
Jurgens Orchestra was the most 

successful of the two overseas 

recordings.  This version was released in 

Australia and it was very heavily played 
on all radio stations here. It generated 

what would have been excellent 

royalties for an Australian song at the 

time.  The Dick Jurgens recording was 

used by American Radio and Television 
Broadcaster Arthur Godfrey as the lead 

in song to his radio show for several 

years”. 
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“The sheet music, with a picture of Denis 

Colinson from The Colgate Palmolive 

Orchestra, was printed in Australia, and 
the sheet music with a picture of Dick 

Jurgens was printed in New York USA”. 

 

“The song was also recorded many times 
in Australia and it was very successful 

here too. The first recording of Kiss–

Kiss- Kissin’ in the Corn was an 

Australian recording by Lou Campara 
and his Serenaders (Betty Lester from 

the Lester Sisters did the vocals). It was 

recorded twice more in Australia by 

Johnny (Tex) and Mary Croft and also by 
Wilbur Kentwell.  The Wilbur Kentwell 

recording was on an LP called ‘Under the 

Southern Cross’.  All the songs on it 

were by Australasian composers. There 

was also a live recording by John Beaton 
and the Debonaires. The music for Kiss–

Kiss–Kissin’ in the Corn was composed 

in 1946 in a boarding house at 19 

Penkivil Street Bondi”.     
 
Photos: (Top) The US sheet music to Kiss-

Kiss-Kissin’ In The Corn featuring Dick 
Jurgens and (Below) their recording on 

Columbia. 

 
“Ernie Davidson was 26 years old when 

he composed the music for ‘Where the 

Blue Gums Turn Red in the Sunset’, 

an Aussie bush song recorded in 1946 
by Keith Branch and his South Sea 

Islanders, featuring electric steel guitar. 

A subsequent recording played in honky-

tonk piano style by Knight Barnett was 

interesting and outstanding.  The song 
was commercially recorded four times, 

including being used as part of a medley 

by Slim Dusty”.   

 
Lin recalls “My father once said to me that he had written every style of music 'from 

hymns to hillbilly'.  He was absolutely right.  There is not one song in the collection 

that defines him as a musician or a composer.  His catalogue of compositions 

includes ballads, country and western, cowboy songs, novelty songs, Australiana 
songs, anthems and hymns”.   
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Photos: (Above left) the sheet music for Where The Blue Gums Turn Red In the Sunset and 

(Above right) a 1946 photo, taken by Ernie Davidson, of the promotional display for the song in 
the window of the former Nicholsons music store in George Street, Sydney. 
 

“An entry titled ‘Australia Australia’ in the competition for a new National Anthem in 

1973, announced by The Prime Minister of the day, Gough Whitlam, was disqualified 
on the basis that the lyrics were written by David Smith of New Zealand and they 

wanted the anthem to be ‘all Australian’. 

Another song titled ‘Overlanders’, 

composed in 1946 by Davidson/Taylor has 
a note written by my father in a red pen 

on the front of the hand written 

manuscript that says ‘Asked by 

Nicholson’s to submit the melody to them.  

They liked it so much.  Song ran second in 
competition for ‘The Overlanders’ only 

because lyrics did not cover the picture ED 

1960’. The British film, The Overlanders, 

made in Australia by Ealing Studios in 
1946 starred Chips Rafferty”. 

 

“In 1951, the Ernie Davidson song, 

entitled ‘When I Greet an Old 
Sweetheart (on New Year’s Eve)’, co-

written with lyricist Ken Taylor, was 

recorded in London by Welsh crooner, 

Donald Peers, while he spent a couple of 

years living in Australia.  He was a very 
successful British pop idol of the time who 

later spent some time in Australia”. 
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“In 1964, Ernie Davidson entered a 

national songwriting competition that 

was hosted by APRA and the Fellowship 
of Australian Composers.  Their 

intention was to promote Australian 

songwriting.  The competition was 

judged by Geoff Harvey.  They were 
looking for six winning songs.  In the 

midst of Beatlemania and rock and pop 

music, Ernie Davidson wrote the music 

for four of the six winning songs”.   
 

The names of Ernie’s winning songs 

were: You’re Out of My Mind, Cottage 

in the Rain, There’s a New Love on My 
Shoulder and (possibly) When Mother 

Nature married Father Time. 

Lin Says “The fourth song could very 

likely have been a song titled ‘When 

Mother Nature Married Father Time’. I 
know this song was entered in an ABC 

song competition and came in second.  I 

am not absolutely sure if the ABC 

competition was before or after the 
APRA competition in 1964 but I think it 

was after.  I asked my father about 

these four songs in 1996 and on the day 

he was not able to remember the fourth 
one”. 

Photos: (Top) Sheet music for “You’re Out Of 

My Mind” and (Below) a poster for “The Girl 
from Moonooloo”, featuring a very young 

looking Jackie Weaver. 

 
“The music for the other two winning 

songs was written by Harry Connelly, 

another songwriter from the 1940s and 

1950s era.  A CBS 45 rpm recording, with vocals by Jimmy Parkinson, was made of 

the two songs ‘You’re Out of My Mind’ (Davidson/Smith) and ‘Back With the 
Blues’ (Connelly/Lambert). I do not know what Harry’s other winning song was.  

Both songs were subsequently published in Europe in 1965”.   

 

You're Out of My Mind (Music by Ernie Davidson and words by David L Smith) 
“was APRA Song Competition winner from 1964. The song was also selected by the 

ABC and specially arranged by Neil Thurgate for the main song in the production of 

'The Girl from Moonooloo' in the mid 1980s. The song was sung by David Atkins 

to Jackie Weaver.  It was recorded as part of the stage production soundtrack”. 
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“My father was a life member of APRA 

having been elected to Full Writer 

Membership on 12 April 1956.  He was 
well known there, and he was a good 

friend of Dorothy Dodd, who was a 

prolific songwriter herself, most notably 

for her outstanding lyric for the Mexican 
song Granada, written in 1932 by 

Agustin Lara about the Spanish city.  The 

call was put out all over the world for an 

English lyric for the stunning song and 
on merit our Australian Dorothy Dodd’s 

lyric was chosen.  We should all be 

proud”. 

 
Photos: (Top) The sheet music to “The Ring 

My Mother Wore” and (Below) Canadian 

recording artist Donn Reynolds. 
 

“Ernie Davidson wrote songs with many 

lyricists:  Ken Taylor from Australia, 
David Smith from New Zealand, Mary Lu 

Jeans and Charlotte White from Ruth, 

California, USA (their main claim to fame 

seems to be writing the lyrics for a song 

titled ‘A Stranger In My Arms’ that Patsy 
Cline wrote the music for and recorded).  

There were also others who wrote lyrics 

for a small amount of songs or maybe 

just one including Hal Saunders, Laurie 
Brahe and Ethel Davies. The early songs 

from 1945 and part of 1946 are ‘words 

and music by Ernie Davidson’ as it was 

not until 1946 that the publishing 
company introduced him to Ken Taylor, 

who could write lyrics for him”. 
 

The Ring My Mother Wore: (Music by 
Ernie Davidson and lyric by Ken Taylor). 

“The lyric was shaped from a poem that 

had been written by Ernie Davidson's 

father about his mother Annie. It was 
recorded by Canadian world champion 

yodeler, Donn Reynolds, and his 

Westerners. Donn Reynolds spent a 

couple of years in New Zealand between 
1947 and 1949. During that time he 

slipped across to Australia to record this 

song and a few others by other composers and appeared in the Australian film 

Eureka Stockade with Chips Rafferty”. 
 
Give Me Hills (1952): “The music is by Ernie Davidson and the lyrics are by Mary Lu 

Jeans of the USA. I describe this as a 'cowboy' song, Country and Western, with a 

little more western and a little less country. Composing a song between two 
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countries must have been a fairly 

difficult thing to do back then 

considering the fax machine was yet to 
be invented.  Unfortunately, ‘Give Me 

Hills’ was never commercially recorded”. 

 

“The sheet music to My Kind of 
Country, featuring Bing Crosby, is in 

itself a very unique piece of Australian 

music memorabilia.  It was 1950.  The 

recording did not go ahead, as rock ’n’ 
roll had hit town, and the project was 

shelved.  Southern Music had already 

printed the sheet music.  It was never 

for sale.  My father was given a few 
copies and probably Ken Taylor also and 

the rest was destroyed”.    

 

“My father was very philosophical, 

having been through the war, and had 
both of his parents die when he was in 

the army.  He was an only child.  He was 

happy with the fact that Bing Crosby 

thought it was good enough.  There 
were four commercial recordings of this 

song.  Australian recordings by Lawrie 

Brooks and The Lester Sisters with The 

Gus Merzi Quintette, Baritone Alan Coad 
from South Australia with Albert Fisher 

and his Orchestra, Australian Country 

Music Pioneer Tim McNamara with 

McNamara’s Band and The Rhythm 

Ramblers were all very successful.  A 
live broadcast recording by Gordon 

Lishman in 1951 was also made. Sheet 

music with a picture of Alan Coad on the 

cover and another without a picture 
front was printed and commercially sold 

in relation to this song”. 

  

Someone Else’s Roses: “Recorded by 
Lucky Starr with chorus and Orchestra 

directed by Franz Conde. This was in the 

Top 40 Charts in 1961.  Lucky Starr is a 

very good vocalist.  I was fortunate to 
meet Lucky at the Sixties Rock ’n’ Roll 

Reunion Party that was organized by the 

late George Crotty at The Revesby 

Workers Club on 20 March 2001.  I 

knew George at the time and I thank him for giving me the opportunity to meet 
Lucky Starr and have the sheet music personally signed”.   
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I Can't Help Dreaming: (Words and 

Music by Ernie Davidson, 1946). “This is 

one of the early songs composed by 
Ernie Davidson. It was recorded by 

Johnny Wade (and his Hawaiians), who 

was the cousin of Ernie Davidson. Johnny 

Wade was married to Dorothy Margaret 
Davidson in 1942. Dorothy was the 

daughter of Hercules Iberia Eden 

Davidson, brother of Ernie's 

father. Johnny was considered the best 
performer of Hawaiian music in Australia 

at the time.  Johnny Wade brought the 

very first Fender Stratocaster guitar into 

Australia”.   
 

“Johnny Wade also recorded a 

Davidson/Taylor song titled 

‘Reluctantly’. Both recordings featured 

Neville Khan on Electric Steel Guitar”. 
 

Let the Dream Go On: (Ernie Davidson 

and Ken Taylor). “This was an Australian 

Songwriting Competition entry in 1946.  
A live broadcast recording of this song 

was made at the time featuring Mark 

Dryden and Kinsman”.  

 
“In 2006, I showed my father’s collection 

to Matthew Davies at the National Film 

and Sound Archive.  He came to Sydney 

to meet with me and he was very 

impressed with what I showed him.  The 
collection has a lot of interesting things, 

including the early hand written 

manuscripts of songs that were written in 

Bondi in 1945 and 1946, some on brown 
paper and letters from publishers and 

radio stations and a scrapbook.   Some of 

the early covers have hand drawn 

artwork”.   
 

“I have copies of all the commercial 

recordings and some lacquer recordings 

that were made in 1945 and 1946 in 
instant recording booths in York Street 

Sydney.  I have already passed the 

records on to the National Film and 

Sound Archive for the National Collection.  I would love to see my father and Ken 

Taylor have their outstanding achievement from 1947 properly noted by the 
Australian Music Industry. Their contribution should be accounted for.  I think they 

deserve it.  Their historical Australian music story has floated around the Davidson 

and Taylor families like folklore for almost 70 years now, and I believe it should not 
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be left that way.  We should all want to 

know and do whatever we can to 

preserve our history”. 
 

“I have been the caretaker of my 

father’s music collection for 18 years 

now.  I intend to pass it all on to The 
National Film and Sound Archive.  The 

songs belong to the people and in 

particular to the music lovers of 

Australia. It is part of our music history. 
Ernie Davidson, Ken Taylor and other 

pioneering song writers, were 

fundamental in their efforts to 

contribute to Australian music so that it 
could grow and flourish into the music 

industry we all know and love today 

and for this we should all be thankful”.    

 

“Ernie Davidson continued to write 
songs all his life.  His last song was 

written in October 1995.  He passed 

away on 2 April 1996”.   

 
“Following his death, music composed 

by Ernie Davidson for a song titled I’ll 

Never Cheat on You was recorded in 

New Zealand in 1999 by country singer 
Joy Adams for her album ‘Just a Matter 

of Time’.  It was in the 1990’s, so it 

brings in another decade making 

commercial recordings cross six 

decades (not bad by anyone’s measure 
for someone who was only ever a 

recreational songwriter).” 

 

“Remembering Ilma Adey with much 
love” 

 

Thank you to Lin Golab for the 

opportunity to tell this wonderful story. 
The story of Ernie Davidson and his 

lyricist, Ken Taylor, forms part of 

Australia’s early popular music and 

songwriting history, and deserves to be 
preserved, and remembered.   
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Francesca De Valance: 2013 Open Category Winner 

 

Francesca de Valence is the winner of the 2013 Open Category with her song, 

“Beautiful Night”. 
 

Francesca is a Brisbane-based singer/ songwriter, who is also a trained classical and 

jazz musician. She lists her influences as ranging from Bach and The Beatles to 

Bacharach and Ben Folds.  
 

She has completed three CDs: “From the Outside In” in 2008, “Oh it’s Simple” in 

2009 and “Things That We Had Said” in 2013. 

 
In 2008, Francesca won the title of Songwriter of the Year at the prestigious Los 

Angeles Music Awards. With numerous tours around Australia and internationally, 

supporting artists such as Belinda Carlisle, and playing sell-out shows at the Brisbane 

Festival she is clearly forging her own path as a distinguishing Australian artist. 
 

Let’s hear what the critics have to say about Francesca: 

 

“Listening to Francesca de Valence makes you think of some of the greats such as 

Carole King and Sarah McLaughlan. This Australian has true distinction and a 
timeless quality to her voice.” (Radio Indy). 

 

“Soaring, Beatles-esqu melodies and…crystalline vocals.” (Sydney Citysearch). 

 

“Sweet, heartfelt songs...that show off her naturally beautiful voice.” (Courier Mail). 
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Luke Vassella: 2013 Winner Of The Australia Category 

 
Photo: Luke Vassella performing at the 2013 National Songwriting Awards 

 
Luke Vassella is the winner of the 2013 Australia Category with his song, “Mighty 

Dollar”.  The song features the backing vocals of the Winsome Gospel Choir, who 
Luke brought with him from Northern Rivers of NSW to Sydney, for the National 

Songwriting Awards. 

 

ASA: Luke, can you tell us a bit about your winning song? 
 

Luke: Sure can, Alan. The song is essentially a protest song, protesting against the 

proposed gas industry that is going into the NSW Northern Rivers.  

 
I don’t usually write protest songs, so it’s a new sort of thing for me to have written 

this song. Basically, the community of the Northern Rivers has gotten up to speed a 

lot on the effects of this process to get unconventional gas out. 

 

ASA: That’s Coal Seam Gas? 
 

Luke: Yes, there are other forms as well, but Coal Seam Gas (CSG) is the big one. 

So, it’s a reflection of the community, as well as my own thoughts on things.  

 
I’m just so overwhelmed that the ASA has acknowledged this song. I’ll shout it from 

the mountain tops that the ASA has chosen to acknowledge this song, I really 

appreciate that. 
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Photo: The Winsome Gospel Choir in action at the 2013 National Songwriting Awards. 

 

ASA: I believe you’ve been quite busy in protests in the Northern Rivers area about 
CSG for quite a few years? 

 

Luke: Yeah, in the last eighteen months I’ve lent my voice to things, and gotten 

along to a few different demonstrations, because the overwhelming majority of 
people in Lismore, and surrounding areas, and further afield, as people get to know 

what this process is, and what’s involved, are not convinced that it is safe.  

 

There are three reasons that I’ve written the song: it’s unsafe, it involves corruption 

and it’s a dirty fossil fuel. That’s why I’ve written this song.  
 

I’m a wedding singer, I play for everyone, I usually write songs where I don’t usually 

take a stand to declare overwhelming what I believe. How can I be silent and let this 

go down and it’s crossed a line for me, I guess, with this issue.  
 

ASA: Are you receiving much air play with this song? 

 

Luke: It’s certainly getting a few plays, particularly with community radio. It’s a very 
organic thing that’s been happening with this song. The song was featured in a 

musical last year, called “CSG The Musical”, and that was actually the catalyst for 

getting together with the choir, and we recorded another song from that musical.  

 

Anyway, it’s just been an organic growing thing. It would be great to get more 
airplay for this song and certainly put it out there a lot more. 
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ASA: What would be your 

best result out of the song?  

 
Luke: To help to influence 

our culture. I think that’s 

what independent 

songwriters are called to 
do.  

 

As I said in the song, the 

mighty dollar is not The 
Almighty. We’re often tied 

up, including myself, with 

our concerns, and we don’t 

always get to say what we 
really need to say, perhaps, 

because of responsibilities, 

and we’ve got other things 

that we’re concerned about.  

 
I think we have become a 

culture that is detached and 

we don’t always appreciate 

where our food’s coming 
from and what it’s taken to 

provide all the things that 

we enjoy in our modern 

society, and what it’s 
costing and where it’s going to.  

 

There’s so many things that I could talk about in relation to this as well, because, in 

Regional Australia, a lot of people are standing up and saying that this is not an 

empty land.  
 

There are communities here that we value, there’s things that are precious and 

scared here in our place and what we’re also coming to appreciate that this is not an 

empty land when it was colonized as well.  
 

There’s stuff happening in that process and Coal Seam Gas is a catalyst for this. 

Obviously, there are financial interests involved and people are not speaking out 

about these things. 
 

ASA: I believe you’ve brought the choir with you tonight? 

 

Luke: Some of the girls and guys have come all the way down from Lismore and I’m 
overwhelmed by that as well. It just means a lot that this song has been 

acknowledged and it’s wonderful just to be here.    

 

 

-0- 
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ASA Member Profile: Kelly Griffith 

 
ASA Member, Kelly Griffith, is a singer/songwriter who resides on the NSW Central 

Coast.   

 
She has achieved Top 10 places in the last three Australian Songwriting Contests, 

and in 2013, took out fifth place in the Youth Category with her song, “Lost and 

Found”.  In addition, she was nominated for The Rudy Brandsma Award in 2013 for 

Lost and Found. Kelly lists her influences as Regina Spektor, Norah Jones, Alt-J, Ella 

Fitzgerald and Joni Mitchell. She has supported some of Australia’s top artists, 
including Wendy Matthews, Vince Jones, Karise Eden, Gina Jeffreys and 1927. 

 

ASA: Kelly, are you a performer as well as a songwriter? 

 
Kelly: Yes, I love to perform my own original music, and I’ll perform my songs any 

chance I get, so basically anywhere that supports and has live music. 

 

ASA: What are your songwriting inspirations? Do you write the lyrics first or the 
melody? How does it all come together for you? 

 

Kelly: My aspirations as a songwriter are to basically tell a story or communicate 

feelings/emotions that others can relate to and gain something out of. I always get 

asked if I write the lyrics or melody first, but that changes depending on how I’m 
feeling. The lyrics might come first if there’s something in particular I want to get 
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across although I think I enjoy writing the melody first to create a mood where I can 

make up my story to the music. 

 
I love creating writing and creating stories in my head, so I have my keyboard set up 

in front of a window overlooking the valley where I live. I think this helps spark my 

imagination and creativity to write a song. 

 
ASA: What do you see as your future in music? What are you trying to achieve and 

where do you hope to end up? 

 

Kelly: I really hope the more I write, the better my songs become, and hopefully I 
can get them out there so other people can enjoy them too.  Ultimately, I would love 

my music to be played on radio and to perform at festivals all round the world, 

including our festivals here in Australia. I want to feel like I have contributed to the 

world somehow and I would love for it to be through my songs, the best way I know 
how. 

 
Some of Kelly’s achievements to date are: 

 

Australian Songwriting Association – Songwriting Contest 
 

2013       Nominated for the “Rudy Brandsma Award” 

               5th Place “Lost & Found” (Youth Category) 

               Shorted listed “Fire in the House” (Youth Category & Rock Indie) 

               Short listed “Hands up” (Youth Category) 
  

2012       9th Place “Born to Die” (Youth Category) 

               Short listed “For You” 
 

2011       10th Place “Blind” (Youth Category) 

               Short listed “We Fall in Line” (Youth Category) 
               Shorted listed “No Strings Attached” (Youth Category) 

  

2010        Shorted listed “Mask” (Youth Category) 

  

International Songwriting Competition (ISC) 

 

2013       Semi Finalist “Lost & Found” (Teen Category) 

2012       Semi Finalist “For You” (Teen Category) 

  

Jamm for Genes (Jamm for Genes is a Jeans for Genes fundraising initiative, proudly 

supporting Children’s Medical Research Institute) 

 

In 2012 Kelly was chosen from entrants all over Australia who were judged from 

their original songs entered into a competition run by the Australian Song Summit to 

become a Music Ambassador for “Jamm for Genes”. 

  

NSW Department of Education “Star Struck” held at the Newcastle Entertainment 

Centre. 

 

In 2010, Kelly became the youngest performer in the 18 year history of the show to 

be asked to perform her original song “Mask” at the age of 14. 
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ASA Member Profile: Sami Tauber 

 
18 year-old singer/songwriter, Sami T, is an innovative fresh face in the Australian 

music scene.  
 

In 2013, Sami placed third in the Contemporary/Dance Section in the Australian 

Songwriting Contest, seventh in the open Pop section of the 2013 MusicOz Awards, 

as well as being a semi-finalist in the international competition Unsigned Only for her 

original debut single “Radiate.”  
 

Sami aims to infuse both an intelligent lyric writing style, combined with hypnotic 

ethereal vocals that are simultaneously vulnerable and imperious. Sonically, her 

music style is drawn from Indie Pop/R’n’B/Soul/Throwback with occasional EDM 
elements. 

 

With a unique sound, Sami has a vast array of musical influences, some of which 

include Florence and the Machine, Lauryn Hill, Imogen Heap and Sia Furler 
(combined with EDM remixes by Calvin Harris, David Guetta and The Weekend). Her 

charismatic songs aspire for a timeless nature, heavily influenced by her extensive 

reading of ancient and modern canonical texts, mythology as well as poetry.  

 
Her lyrics convey not only a sophisticated depth that surpasses her teenage years, 

but also portrays the full spectrum of human emotions that Renaissance Artists have 

often explored. With her mature lyric writing ability permeated through tight 

melodies that are vivacious and hypnotically compelling, Sami’s music aims to not 

only transcend time, but to also give a voice with purpose, potency and above all, 
integrity. Thanking the Australian Songwriters Association for their continuing 

support and encouragement.  

ASA: Are you pleased with the success of Radiate? Has this had an effect on your 

performing career? 

Sami:  Radiate has been a great stepping-stone as my first original single that I had 

co-written. It was fantastic that Radiate received success at the Australian 

Songwriters Awards and subsequently at the Music Oz Awards. Since Radiate, I have 

co-written more songs with various producers, which has helped me with my 
performing career for both studio and live work. 
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ASA: What new songs are you currently working on? 

Sami: One of the most recent songs I’ve worked on is called “Paradise Lost.” I just 

filmed a music video for it, which was very conceptually based – I can’t wait to 
release it! I feel that since working on “Paradise Lost,” I have really defined my 

sound and have been inspired to write and record many more songs.  

 

When writing music, I’m always keen to explore innovative concepts and sounds and 
have found myself looking to incorporate an electronic soundscape that not only tells 

a story, but is also open to interpretation. Stemming from “Paradise Lost,” I aspire 

for my music to be current and gratifying to the listener while simultaneously 

timeless in its appeal - my belief is that "good music doesn’t have an expiration 
date." 

ASA: Where are you hoping that your music will take you in the future? Where would 

you like to be in five years time? 

Sami: Each day I’m growing and learning new things, so to think about where my 
music could be in say five years time really excites me! I feel like there is this 

unchartered territory that is waiting to be unlocked which I can’t wait to explore!!! I 

would love for more people to hear my music and to feel a strong emotional 

connection with the music and lyrics.  

 
It also would be amazing to continue collaborating with more music producers and to 

perform as much as possible all over the world. I also love cinematic music, so to be 

able to write music for specific movie soundtracks would be rewarding. My ultimate 

dream is for people to connect with my music and to go hang on, that girl is not just 
singing a song, she has something to say – that would be really cool.  
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Laura Zarb (and the Pink Plastic Spoon!) 

 
Laura Zarb took out third place 

in the Folk/Acoustic Category of 
the 2013 Australian Songwriting 

Category, with her delightful 

song, “Echo”. 

 

She released her debut album 
“Pink Plastic Spoon” in June 2013 

and moved into the back of her 

Toyota HiAce van and travelled 

around playing music everywhere 
she could, up and down the east 

coast from Melbourne to 

Brisbane.  The van is the subject 

of her song, “No Brakin’ Blues.” 

 
In just one year, Laura’s passion for music has seen her go from small open mic 

nights, to playing at the Sydney Blues and Roots Festival, Winter Magic Festival, 

exulted venues such as The Vanguard in Sydney, and supporting artists such as 

Sarah McLeod. 

Laura’s music is inspired by rhythms and melodies that make her groove, because as 

she says, “If I'm not digging what I'm doing, neither will my audience.” Her lyrics are 

witty, smart and written from the heart. To hear Laura perform one of her original 

songs is to be offered a glimpse into her head, heart and soul. She writes and sings 

with an honesty that is fearless in its delivery and passionate in its simultaneous 
strength and vulnerability. 

  

Anthony Cavallaro, founder of AC Presents, gateway to the Sydney Underground 

Music Scene, stated that Laura “has a contagious energy that has everyone hooked 
as soon as she introduces herself (and that he) found her to be one of the most 

vibrant, hard-working and energetic people he had ever met.” 

 

Tony Cini, Blues Explosion said that “The compelling voice of Laura Zarb stopped me 
in my tracks at the Sydney Blues and Roots Festival.  Earthy tones, infectious folky 
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grooves, with thoughtful and 

inspiring songwriting and 

poignant guitar playing, 
Laura’s sparkling and 

energetic personality shines 

on stage.  She is a star in the 

making.”   

The Songwriting of Society of 

Australia stated that Laura 

has “one of the best right 

hands, with great strums and 
rhythm set ups and a voice 

that is almost conceptual in 

style. She is a great story 

teller!” 
 

Laura is in the middle of 

writing a whole new show 

which will categorise as Jazz 

/Blues /Vaudeville. The lead 
single is called "Wanda".  It 

will have a full band line up 

and will touring around 

Australia this coming Dec, 
Jan, Feb and then taking it 

overseas to the USA and 

Europe.  

  
ASA: Laura, we understand that you are just back from Belgium, where you did 

some live performances. How did this come about? 

  

Laura:  In November 2013, I was playing that The Chophouse is Sydney on behalf of 

the Australian Children's Music Foundation.  After finishing my show, a table of four 
men asked to buy my CD. It turned out one of them was the CEO of Harvey Norman! 

They asked me if I would come play their conference at The Entrance NSW in 

February 2014. We exchanged details and I promised to get in touch.  

  
That night I went home, and before going to bed, I immediately sent a follow up 

email to confirm I was interested and to talk dates etc. It was soon locked in.  

  

Three months later, I drove up to The Entrance from my current home at North 
Richmond. Alan (the CEO) invited me to join his table in my breaks and introduced 

me to all of his international suppliers.  

 

One of them was a man from Belgium. After the show he said that he loved my 
performance and guitar work, and that he thought my attitude and personality would 

be a great influence on his daughter and children, all of whom are also learning 

guitar. He said he would like to invite me to Belgium to spend a month or so with his 

family, to teach them guitar, spend time with them and to also see if they could help 

me start of performing career in Belgium also.  
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Photos (above and following page): Laura performing in Belgium. 

 

I had only just met this man, but I had a good feeling. I looked at him and asked if 

he was serious, if he honestly meant what he was saying, or whether it was all just 

talk.  When he replied that is was an honest offer, I said yes, I would love to come to 
Belgium, so we made it happen. We exchanged emails, had a Skype call with him 

and his wife, and within a month it was settled and instead of doing back home after 

my trip to America I flew to Europe instead.  

  

So, over the last two months I have travelled to LA, Austin Texas and one night in 
Nashville. On that night in Nashville, I managed to perform at the famous Bluebird 

Cafe at an open mic. night, see Robert Cray and BB King perform, as well as running 

into Johnny Cass, Australian Blues musician and previous owner of the Vanguard in 

Sydney).  
 

I then went to Kentucky for a week (my old home when I was 15) and I met up with 

my uncle Pauly Zarb. We performed a few shows together, then went to New York 

and then to Belgium.  
  

Since arriving in Belgium the family were very helpful in introducing me to well 

connect people in the Belgian music scene. Performing at the Longines Global 

Championships Tour was incredible. The event was beautiful, with fashion shows on 
the jumping field before the horse jumping began, and it was said that the Prince of 

Monaco and even Bruce Springsteen were in attendance at some point over the 

weekend, though I didn't see them.  

  

I performed on a small stage inside the entry/exit area and I performed after the 
jumping finished. I met a wonderful local band and had their saxophonist, trombonist  
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and percussionist jump up and joined me for some of my set. I am now in contact 

with them and we plan on doing some recordings together before I leave Belgium.  
  

I did a few more shows over the next two weeks, mostly private parties from the 

other Belgian suppliers I met at the Harvey Norman conference, as well as a public 

gig at an Irish bar in Gent. My goal while I am there was to network and play as 
much as possible so that I can come back and perform next year in the European 

summer of 2015.  

  

While I was there, I was also working on writing and organising a whole new show 
(which will include a full band) to be launched in December 2014. So, there are lots 

of new things in the works.  

  

ASA: And what is the story of the Pink Plastic Spoon?  
  

Laura:  I was living in Austin Texas. It was 3am and I was sitting on my balcony 

with my friend Jesse and we were talking about a little problem I was having... that 

being, a drought in the love department! Jesse said that what I needed was a Pink 

Plastic Spoon!  
  

I was, for obvious reasons confused, until he explained that is was just like when you 

go to an ice cream store, and you have all these flavours laid out in front of you. You 

don't know which flavour you want, so they give you a little pink plastic spoon to 
taste test it... and when you're done, you throw that sucker out!  

 

So it is a very cheeky song about sex, spoons and ice cream.  
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The Sweet Sounds of Amy Sugars 
 

In a first for Western Australia’s Wax Lyrical, local songwriter and performer Amy 
Sugars, launched her new single “So I Won't” at the ASA's open mic. night in March 

of this year. A supportive crowd was along to hear Amy perform her new song as 

well as a number of other originals from her classy repertoire. 

 

While only 18, Amy has been performing at Wax Lyricals for a few years, both solo 
and with her father - songwriter and ASA member Darren Sugars. 

 

WA Regional Coordinator 

Mike Cardy caught up with 
Amy and had a chat about 

her musical background and 

influences and the new 

single. He first asked Amy if 
she grew up in a musical 

environment.  

 

“Yes, Dad sings, writes 
songs and plays guitar. I 

have had music around the 

house all of my life.”  

 

Amy is classically trained in 
violin and piano. “When I 

was four years old, I 

begged my parents to let 

me learn violin. I learned 
that for ten years, and at ten also started taking piano lessons at school. I started 

teaching myself guitar when I was about 14.” 

  

Mike asked how big an influence Amy’s dad and the rest of her family and friends 
were on her musical development. “As I was growing up I would go to different 

concerts with my Mum and Dad and I got to experience lots of types of music. Dad 

and I have similar tastes in music - we have always shared that. I like that.”  

 

And what does Amy listen to now? “The music I listen to varies a lot – depending on 
my mood.” Amy said. “Sometimes it will be country and sometimes it will be rock. 

Really, I enjoy any music with good lyrics.”  

 

So lyrics are important? “Definitely,” she said. “Especially if they are written by the 
artists themselves and they are lyrics I can really relate to.” 

 

Mike asked if school was a big influence. “I think it was quite a big influence. I joined 

in every school choir I could. I went to England in 2011 and sung in West Minster 
Abbey with the school choir. That was really exciting,” Amy beamed. “I also had 

singing lessons at school, and then outside of school with Sue Kingham. So, yes – it 

has played a big part.” 

 
While being classically trained in violin and piano, Amy feels her primary instrument 

now is guitar. She said she plays a bit of piano, but not a lot. Mike asked how Amy 

developed her guitar playing style. “I started off learning basic chords. Then I 

 
Mike Cardy with Amy Sugars  
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learned some cover songs that I liked and developed my skills that way. Then I 

started writing my own songs, using the chords I had learned. I play a lot with 

plectrums – much softer ones after getting some feedback from you guys at Wax 
Lyrical,” Amy grinned. 

 

Amy didn’t start writing before she started playing guitar, and almost fell into song 

writing. Mike asked what brought on the urge to write. “I was about 15 and a guy 
who I liked and who was a really good friend stopped talking to me. I wrote a song 

about that. I was not confident enough to tell anyone about it, but that is how it 

started. Now I find writing songs helps me understand how I am feeling - to get 

some clarity.” 
 

Amy said she has a wide range of music influences including Missy Higgins, Taylor 

Swift, Ed Sheeran and Fall Out Boy. “I really like Fall Out Boy’s lyrics,” Amy said. 

“They find a way of saying things in different ways that I really enjoy and can relate 
to.”  

 

Amy has developed her song writing skills by lots of practice as well as attending WA 

Music Industry Association workshops and reading books about the craft. She said 

she finds that her classical training helps because it helps to understand how chords 
and phrases are constructed and go together.  

 

“I find writing melodies harder than writing the lyrics” Amy said. “When I write lyrics 

I just keep writing and changing until I am happy with them. I tend to write about 
things I experience - different emotions. Often about love – or the lack of it”, Amy 

laughed.  

 

“Sometimes I will say I really want to write a song about “this” - something that has 
just happened. Other times I will be doing something and a lyric or melody will pop 

into my head. Sometimes I am just mucking around on my guitar and I hear a 

song.” 

 

Mike asked if “So I Won’t” was Amy’s first recording, and how she enjoyed the 
recording process. “I really enjoyed it. I thought it was really fun,” Amy said. “But at 

times it was difficult because as the new parts are added it can change the song. You 

have to let it go a bit – it’s almost a new song as each new part is recorded.” 

 
Amy’s single launch was a successful night. An appreciate crowd enjoyed this young 

performer delivering her sensitive songs. Amy said that she enjoyed the night.  

 

Amy is playing gigs around Perth, looking to get exposure for the single. It is 
available through iTunes and Amy has hard copies to sell at gigs. So go on to iTunes, 

have a listen to “So I Won’t” and buy yourself a copy.  

 

Amy is contactable through email at amysugarsmusic@gmail.com and has a 
Facebook page at www.facebook.com/amysugarsmusic.  

 

This is a young ASA member on the up and up. Keep an ear out, and pop along if 

you see her playing your way. Let’s hope we hear lots more of Amy Sugars.    

 
 

Mike Cardy 

ASA Regional Co-Ordinator, Western Australia 

mailto:amysugarsmusic@gmail.com
http://www.facebook.com/amysugars
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Members News and Information 
 

1. The Little Scallywagz TV Show 

 

 

ASA Member, Stacey Tierney, and her children’s musical group, The Little 
Scallywagz, now have their own TV show, which will be broadcast in the NSW 

Hunter Region later this year. The show’s pilot is currently underway.  

 

Stacey is a past winner of the ASA’s Songs For Children Category and was also a 
nominee for The Rudy Brandsma Award in 2013. 

 

Stacey tells us: “Luke, who is a member of the Little Scallywagz, sent me through an 

article about a brand new station, Hunter TV, which was launching in Newcastle, and 
suggested I give them a call to see if they would be interested in airing our show on 

their network. Our Manager then contacted Hunter TV and arranged a meeting and 

they loved us! Then the fun began.  

 
“Shortly after, we were sent an email from Rod Bries of Hunter TV to say that we 

had been guaranteed air time, much to our delight. Hunter TV will launch around 

October/November this year if all goes well with the legal side of things in regards to 

the station.  

 
“However in the mean time, once all our editing is done on the "Rise & Shine with 

the Little Scallywagz" segments, we will have a meeting with TVS Sydney. Rod said 

we shouldn't have any problems at all with getting air time as we have a good 

quality product. Once we have achieved securing Sydney, we will then go on to 
present our programs to all states throughout Australia and possibly as far as New 

Zealand.” 

 

Congratulations, Stacey and The Little Scallywagz! 
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2. Galliano Sommavilla’s “Song A Day For A Year” 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

ASA member, Galliano Sommavilla, has finished 
his epic project to write a song per day for 365 

days.  

 

Galliano started his project on 6 May 2013 and 
finished on 5 May 2014. 

 
Congratulations, Galliano. 

 

Volume 1 of the songs will be available from mid-
June 2014 from www.galliano.com.au, from 

iTunes and on CD. 

 

 
3. “SPEAK to ME of MUSIC” - Bunty Bisharah 

 
When it comes to songwriting, it’s never 

too late… 

 

Bunty, born in Australia many decades 
ago, loved listening to music above 

everything else. As a child although she 

never had a piano in her home, she 

always managed to sniff one out and 
discovered she could play be ear and 

memory. As a young teenager in 

Brisbane, she listened to the Boston Pops 

every Saturday morning as well as her 

brother’s collection of 12” HMV records 
which featured some of the best jazz 

musicians ever known. This was the 

basis of her musical education. 

 
Her life ran a very different course where 

various talents led her in different 

directions: Art, business and nursing, to 

name a few. Then fate came along and 
took her to live in California, NYC, Boston, Hawaii and Dubai. Bunty’s life could be 

described as many things but “boring” wasn’t one of them… 

 

http://www.galliano.com.au/
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Her first song “The Angels Must Have Sent Him” was written in Honolulu and just 

came “out of the blue”, she said. Being a businesswoman she sent the lyric off to the 

copyright office in Washington DC, and shortly after received in the mail a contract 
from Hill Top Records, in Hollywood. She was so surprised she thought is must have 

been a scam but then her entrepreneurial flair kept nagging at her until she decided 

to go along with it. Ten years later, and again living in Boston, Bunty’s songs are 

getting airplay in the US, the UK, Canada, and France and she’s had several radio 
interviews and articles written about her although she is not a performer.  

 

Dedication and determination play a big role in most success stories, but when it 

comes to songwriting, it’s never too late. In fact, Bunty considers that her seventy 
odd years of living are the very thing that has given her the wisdom to come up with 

meaningful messages. 

 

One of her reasons for migrating to America, apart from being close by her children, 
was to market her music effectively on a low budget. Recently a Nashville business 

wanted to record her song “Yes We Can” and promote it.  

 

“When many other things in life fade, music, like breathing, keeps you alive and 

takes you on mental trips backwards and forwards through space – air-space. While 
I’ve written three books which I thought would be a nice legacy to leave behind, my 

songs of a Universal language, I hope will give many people much pleasure.” 

 

                                                                                        

4. Kerrie Garside: New ASA Regional Co-Ordinator for the NSW 

Central Coast 
 

Kerrie Garside is the new Regional Co-

Ordinator for the NSW Central Coast. 

 
"I keep busy working the local covers 

scene singing/playing guitar as a solo 

act, duo “Dutch Courage” and party 

band “Nothing Sacred”. 
 

“In 2001, I founded and fronted popular 

girl band ‘The Housework Can Wait’ – 

gigging regularly over the NSW Central 
Coast, Sydney, Newcastle for over 5 

years 

 

“A late bloomer to songwriting, I 

released my debut solo album ‘Starting 
Over’ in 2009.  In 2010 had an original 

track released with roots band ‘The 

EvolvRs’ and now regularly attend singer/songwriter nights to perform and promote 

my original music. 
 

“I teach singing and regularly run singing and songwriting workshops with guest 

presenters." 

 
Details of Kerrie’s Wax Lyrical dates and venue will be available shortly. 
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5. Angelo Pash: New ASA Regional Co-Ordinator for Adelaide SA 

 
Angelo Pash is the new ASA Regional Co-

Ordinator for Adelaide SA. 
 

Angelo is an entertainer who has been 

entertaining audiences around Australia since 

his teenage years with many different styles of 
music and bands. 

 

He fronts his own self-titled band, Pash, a duo 

called Utopia and Angelo Pash, when he’s solo! 

 
Angelo currently hoists an open mic. night at 

The Hard Rock Café in Sydney’s Darling 

Harbour, just opposite the IMAX Theatre every 

Monday night from 8.00pm until late. 
 

We’ll have information on Angelo’s Adelaide 

Wax Lyrical dates shortly. 

 

 
 

6. “Ozrock” on 101.5 FM Moreton Bay QLD 

 
Community Radio 101.5 FM Moreton Bay Qld has given the go ahead to support 

Australian Songwriter's and Independent Labels on a much greater scale on a regular 

basis. The first program on 101.5 FM to feature the new format will be "Ozrock" 

which airs once a month on Saturday 12noon to 3pm compered by Aaron Earner.  
 

The first "Ozrock" was held on Sat 12th April 2014, with tracks from ASA songwriter, 

Trevor Mack's new CD being featured along with a live interview. Brian Cadd, Glen 

Shorrock and Doug Lavery broke the ice on "Ozrock" for ASA doing a live hookup 
with Aaron in March. Brian and Glen are both in the ASA Hall of Fame. 
  
Johnny Dee, our ASA Regional Coordinator for the area, put the proposal together 

with the view to having as many ASA members send their CD/s, Bio's and contact 
details through so we can endeavor to get as much air play and promotion as 

possible. We have the opportunity to feature Songwriters on another 3 to 

4 program's being Country, Rock, Blues and Jazz on the station. 
 

101.5 FM is regarded as one of the top Community Radio Stations in Australia being 
affiliated with approximately 200 other Community Stations. Once we get the 
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content and format 110%, according to 101.5 FM, we may have the opportunity to 

have “Ozrock” picked up on relay by the other Community Stations around Australia. 

If you want air play and exposure now is the time to follow through with CD, Bio and 
contact details. 

 

Johnny Dee, PO Box 2171 Woorim QLD 4507. Phone:  0468 967 687 

 
7. The Australian Country Songwriters Show 

 

 

Thank you to the many ASA members who have submitted songs for the pilot of The 

Australian Country Songwriters Show. The show, in its weekly format, will go to air 

later in 2014, and will feature selected songs from emerging Australian country and 
country cross-over songwriters, including ASA members. 

 

The show will be broadcast on-air weekly to the NSW Central Coast and Hunter 

Valley regions and over the internet by online feed. It will provide exposure to 
songwriters who would not otherwise have the opportunity to be heard on air.  

 

If you would like your songs to be considered for on-air broadcast, please contact 

Alan Gilmour at alang@asai.org.au or send your CD to PO Box 3011 Wamberal NSW 
2260.   

 

Please note that todayscountry94one has high broadcast quality standards, so any 

songs submitted must be of suitable broadcast quality.  Any songs played on air will 

also require prior approval from the todayscountry94one programming committee. 
 

8. Tashi’s New EP Release 

 

ASA member, Tashi, has released her new EP, Gratitude. 
 

Tashi is a singer/songwriter and multi-instrumentalist from Perth WA who is 

passionate about creating her own style of indie/upbeat, funky/quirky rock, (aka 

indiquirstock). 
 

She performs with guitar and vocals, but in recordings, Tashi layers guitar, drums, 

bass, keys/piano, violin, percussion and vocals to create the sound of a full band. 

 
Tashi has filmed and released music videos, played State festivals, including 

Fremantle’s Hidden Treasures and Norfolk Lanes, has been featured on Perth’s 96 FM 

and has also placed No. 1 several times on Reverbnation’s Indie charts for Perth. 
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Peter Renzullo from Scudley 

Records says about Tashi “You 

can’t help but smile when you 
listen to her music. She’s got a 

flair for bringing out that warm 

feeling you get when you hear an 

artist who really loves what they 
do – and she does it very well. A 

very gifted songwriter, Tashi has a 

real passion for her music and you 

can tell she’s having a lot of fun 
creating it.” 

 
Photo: The EP cover for Gratitude 

featuring a smiling three year old 
Tashi on a swing. 

 
Check out Tashi at 
www.facebook.com/tashimusic. 

 

 

 

 
9. Photos from the Wax Lyrical at The Bald Face Stag Hotel 13 May 2014 

 
ASA Regional Co-Ordinator, Mark Ellis has sent us the following photos from the 

Wax Lyrical open mic. event at The Bald Face Stag Hotel, Leichhardt, Sydney, which 

we would like to share with you. 
 

Contact Mark if you are interested in performing at future Sydney Wax Lyricals. 

http://www.facebook.com/tashimusic
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10.    Australia Council Awards Indigenous Excellence 

Photo: (Left to Right) Bart Willoughby, Tyrone Sheather, Hector Burton and Dave Arden. 

The Australia Council’s National Indigenous Arts Awards were announced on 27 May 

2014. The annual awards celebrate the work and contributions of four exceptional 

Indigenous artists. These prestigious national awards include the Red Ochre Award, 

two Fellowships and the Dreaming Award. 

This year the Red Ochre Award, Australia’s most esteemed peer-assessed award for 

an Indigenous artist, was presented to senior visual artist, Hector Tjupuru Burton.  

Awarded since 1993, the $50,000 prize acknowledges artists’ outstanding 

contribution and lifetime achievement to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander arts at 
a national and international level. 

Renowned Melbourne musicians Bart Willoughby and Dave Arden each received 

Fellowships, which provides $45,000 a year for two years to create a major project. 

Bart Willoughby was a founding member of No Fixed Address and a featured artist in 
the Black Arm Band. Dave Arden has worked with many Aboriginal artists, including 

Hard Time Band, Koori Youth Band, Mixed Relations and Bart Willoughby, and written 

and performed songs for numerous albums. 

The Dreaming Award provides $20,000 to a young artist aged 18-26 to create a 

major body of work through mentoring or partnerships.  It was awarded to 
interdisciplinary artist Tyrone Sheather. Tyrone is a young Gumbaynggirr artist, 

from northern NSW, who works across several artforms, including photography, film, 

projection art, paint, textiles and dance. 
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The Load Out 

 
Billboard’s Top 40 Earners in 2013. 

 
Billboard magazine has 

released its list of 2013′s 

Top 40 earners in music, 

and the numbers appear to 
give credence to some oft 

cited business wisdom: 

artists don’t make their 

money on music. Every 

musician on the list earned 
far more from touring than 

they did on physical/digital 

sales and streaming 

revenues combined. 
 

The figures are in US 

Dollars. 

 
 

 

1. Taylor Swift  $39.7m 2. Kenny Chesney $32.9m 

3. Justin Timberlake  $31.4m 4. Bon Jovi  $29.4m 

5. The Rolling Stones  $26.2m 6. Beyonce  $24.4m 

7. Maroon 5   $22.2m 8. Luke Bryan  $22.1m 

9. Pink    $20.0m 10. Fleetwood Mac $19.1m 

11. Justin Bieber  $18.8m 12. Bruno Mars $18.8m 

13. One Direction  $18.0m 14. Jason Aldean $17.8m 

15. George Strait  $16.0m 16. Jay Z  $15.6m 

17. Michael Buble  $14.4m 18. Mumford & Sons $14.1m 

19. Dave Matthews Band $13.9m 20. Rihanna  $13.7m 

21. Paul McCartney  $13.7m 22. The Eagles $13.0m 

23. Celine Dion  $12.7m 24. Trans-Siberian  $12.4m 

25. Phish   $12.4m 26. Kayne West $11.5m 

27. Blake Shelton  $10.3m 28. John Mayer $10.0m 

29. New Kids on the Block $9.9m  30. Zac Brown Band $9.8m 

31. Image Dragons  $9.4m  32. Jimmy Buffett $9.4m 

33. Elton John  $9.3m  34. Rascal Flatts $9.2m 

35. Rush   $9.0m  36. Miranda Lambert $8.8m 

37. Lil Wayne   $8.7m  38. Tim McGraw $8.7m 

39. Eminem   $8.5m  40. Carrie Underwood$8.0m  
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Official Sponsors of the Australian Songwriting Contest 

 
The ASA would like to acknowledge the assistance of all of its sponsors for 

supporting us in our activities throughout the year.  The ASA is a not-for-profit 
association and could not undertake its activities without the assistance of its valued 

sponsors.   

 

We would encourage ASA Members to use the services of our sponsors wherever 
possible. 
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Bachelor of Popular Music 
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       Dynamic Music 
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    KG International 

 
 

 

 

 
                          MMS Retail    

 

 

 
                                            

 

CMC Productions 
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About Us 

 
The Australian Songwriters Association Inc. is a national, not-for-profit, 

member organisation dedicated to the support of songwriters and their 
art, by providing avenues for encouragement and education of developing 

Australian songwriters, and recognition and promotion of our 

accomplished members. 

 

Aims of the Association 
 

 To celebrate the art of songwriting; 

 

 To assist and encourage developing Australian songwriters; 

 
 To provide information and general advice to members; 

 

 To create performance opportunities for members; 

 
 To aid the professional development of members; 

 

 To enable members to meet and/or exchange ideas and information 

 
 To facilitate member transition into the established music industry;  

 

 To facilitate delivery of member services at a National, State and Regional 

level; 

 
 To salute our best songwriters at major industry events such as our National 

Awards Night. 

 

History of the ASA 
 
The Association was founded in Melbourne in August 1979 by the late Tom Louch 

(1932-1998) and the late Rudy Brandsma (1944-1983), who saw the need for an 

organisation that would bring Australian songwriters together.  

 

Today the Association has a vibrant membership Australia-wide and enjoys an 
established and respected role within the music industry.  

 

The ASA’s membership is diverse and embraces and explores all genres of music. 

 

Contact Us 
  

Mail:  Locked Bag 18/178 Newtown NSW 2042 Australia 

 

Phone/Fax: (02) 9516 4960 
 

Email:   asanationaloffice@asai.org.au 

 

Website:  www.asai.org.au 
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Facebook: www.facebook.com/asamusicians 

  www.facebook.com/australiansongwritersassociation 

 
Youtube: www.youtube.com/austsongwriters 

 

Patron: Glenn A. Baker 

 

Life Members: 

 
Tom Louch, Rudy Brandsma, Marie Murphy, Russell Zimmer, Alex Bialocki, Colleen 
Zulian, Brian Henderson Ward, Kieran Roberts 

 

Directors: 

 
Denny Burgess  Chairman 

 
Alan Gilmour  Vice Chairman, Public Officer, Financial Officer, Online Content 

Editor and Editor of The Australian Songwriter magazine 

 

Clare Burgess  Director and Secretary 

 
Ben Patis   Director and Manager of Regional Co-Ordinators 

 

Regional Co-Ordinators 
 

Trevor Shard  Melbourne VIC  trevors@asai.org.au 
 

Pete Sheen  Ballarat VIC   petes@asai.org.au 
 

Matt Sertori  Hobart TAS   matts@asai.org.au 
 

Mark Ellis  Sydney NSW   mark@asai.org.au 
 

Chris Whitington Newcastle NSW   chrisw@asai.org.au 
 

Mike Cardy  Perth WA   mikec@asai.org.au 
 

Melinda J Wells Dalby & Regional QLD  melindajw@asai.org.au 
 

Hugh Brown  Brisbane QLD   hughb@asai.org.au 
 

Johnny Dee  Bribie Island QLD  johnnyd@asai.org.au 
 

Kerrie Garside  Central Coast NSW  kerrieg@asai.org.au 
 

Angelo Pash  Adelaide SA   angelop@asai.org.au 
 

Details of Wax Lyrical (Open Mic.) nights run by our Regional Co-Ordinators can be 

found on the ASA website. 

 
This publication is © 2014 by The Australian Songwriters Association Inc.  

ABN 12 140 838 710 and may not be re-used without permission.  The views 

expressed in this magazine are the views of the writers and may not 

necessarily reflect the views of the ASA. The ASA acknowledges and thanks 

all sources from which information for this magazine was obtained. 

mailto:johnnyd@asai.org.au

